Overview

To ensure a close shave and efficient operation of the Braun Series7 shaver, you must clean the shaver regularly. The Braun Series7 cleaning system offers the user two cleaning options:

- A dry brush tool to gently remove shaving stubble debris from the foil cutting unit and pivoting shaving head base.
- A thorough cleansing bath using the Clean and Renew Station to completely wash and lubricate all the pivoting and shaving head mechanisms.

The Braun Series7 cleaning system is comprised of the following parts displayed in Figure 1 below.

Figure 1: The Braun Series7 Cleaning System
The Braun Series7 Electric Shaver

The Braun Series7 electric shaver features a pivoting foil cutting head for grooming and an LCD display to show the battery charge and cleaning levels. The details of the Braun Series7 shaver are displayed in Figure 2 below.

![Figure 2: The Braun Series7 Electric Shaver](image)

The Dry Brush Tool

The dry brush tool provides a rapid way of removing stubble and debris from the foil cutting unit and pivoting shaving head base. The dry brush cleaning option should be performed after every shave. The dry brush tool is displayed in Figure 3 below.

![Figure 3: The Dry Brush Tool](image)

Cleaning the Shaver Using the Dry Brush Tool

To clean the foil cutting unit and pivoting shaving head base using the dry brush tool:

1. Press the release buttons on both sides of the pivoting shaving head base (see Figure 4). The foil cutting unit releases.

![Figure 4: Release Buttons](image)
2. Remove the foil cutting unit from the pivoting shaving head base.

3. Sweep the stubble and debris from the foil cutting unit (see Figure 5) and pivoting shaving head base (see Figure 6) using the dry brush tool.

4. Blow any remaining stubble or debris away from the foil cutting unit and pivoting shaving head.

5. Push down on the foil cutting unit until it clicks into the pivoting shaving head base.

   **Note:** The click indicates the foil cutting unit is locked into position.

### The Clean and Renew Station

The Clean and Renew Station provides a thorough washing and lubrication of all shaving head mechanisms. This is accomplished by flushing out stubble and debris from moving parts using an alcohol based solution. In order to maintain efficient operation of the shaver, this cleaning option should be performed regularly. The Clean and Renew Station also automatically selects the appropriate cleaning level program and charges the shaver battery. The details of the Clean and Renew Station are displayed in Figures 7 and 8 below.
Cleaning the Shaver Using the Clean and Renew Station

To clean the shaving head mechanisms using the Clean and Renew Station:

1. Insert the smaller plug of the AC power cord into the AC power cord outlet on the back side of the Clean and Renew Station (see Figure 9) and the larger plug into a standard AC wall outlet (see Figure 10).

   ![Figure 9: Small AC Plug](image)
   ![Figure 10: Large AC Plug](image)

2. Insert the Braun Series7 shaver upside down into the Clean and Renew reservoir opening at the top of the station.

   **Note:** If the shaver is properly seated inside the reservoir cavity, one of three cleaning level lights illuminates on the right side of the Station. The proper seating of the shaver inside the Clean and Renew Station is displayed in Figure 11 below.

   ![Figure 11: Shaver Cleaning Configuration](image)
3. Press the start cleaning button to begin the cleaning cycle. The Clean and Renew Station begins cleaning the pivoting shaving head by intermittently switching the shaver on and off while filling the reservoir cavity with cleaning solution.

**Note:** Once the wet cycle has completed, the Clean and Renew program gently dries the pivoting shaving head mechanisms and charges the shaver battery. During the wet and dry cleaning cycles, the LCD hygiene dial segments darken as the shaver completes each step of the cleaning cycle. Once the wet and dry cycles complete, the clean status light illuminates on the upper right side of the Clean and Renew Station. The LCD battery dial segments also darken to indicate charging status.

![Figure 12: LCD Hygiene and Battery Dial](image)

4. Remove the shaver from the reservoir cavity after the battery has fully charged.

### Replacing the Clean and Renew Cartridge

The Clean and Renew Cartridge is a hard plastic tank that contains the alcohol based cleaning solution needed to wash and lubricate the pivoting shaving head mechanisms. After several cleaning cycles, the cleaning solution becomes exhausted. You must replace the cartridge when the empty fluid status light is illuminated on the left side the Clean and Renew Station. The Clean and Renew Cartridge is displayed in Figure 13 below.

**Warning:** The Clean and Renew Cartridge is filled with a highly flammable alcohol solution that must be kept away from all heat sources.

![Figure 13: Clean and Renew Cartridge](image)
To replace the Clean and Renew Cartridge:

1. Press the Clean and Renew Station housing release button located on the left side of the unit (see Figure 14). The top housing will unlock and slide up (see Figure 15).

2. Slide out the old cleaning fluid cartridge (see Figure 16).

3. Drain the contents of the spent cartridge and dispose of the empty plastic tank.
4. Carefully remove the cap from the new Clean and Renew cartridge. Avoid spilling any cleaning fluid.

![Figure 17: Removing the Cap](image)

5. Slide the new Clean and Renew cartridge into the bottom of the Clean and Renew station base.

![Figure 18: Sliding in New Cartridge](image)

6. Push down on the Clean and Renew Station housing until it locks into position with a click.